
Dear Year 6 Parents and Carers,

We know that you are making the final 
decisions about your children's secondary 
school over the next few months. We wanted 
to remind you that Trinity is an excellent choice 
right on your doorstep.

High academic standards
Trinity's results continue to go from strength to 
strength, with 69% of students getting 5A-Cs at 
GCSE including English and maths in 2012. The 
school works hard for all students of all 
academic abilities and has a special grammar 
stream for the students it expects to get mostly 
As and A*s at GCSE. The Schools Minister 
recently wrote to Trinity to congratulate the 
school on its sustained improving results. 

Percentage of students with 5A-C at GCSE 
(or equivalent) including English & Maths

Even in 2010, Trinity was judged as Good by 
Ofsted, and in 2012 another Ofsted, focusing 
on economics, business and enterprise it was 
judged  to be Outstanding.

Trinity has a strong relationship with many 
outstanding sixth forms, including local 
colleges like Christ the King and also with 
Grammar and Independent schools. Trinity 
may develop its own sixth form in the future.

A growing local intake
Trinity is popular with local children; this year 
over 60% of its intake comes from seven local 
schools. It's lovely to see the children getting 
to and from school without having to get up at 
the crack of dawn for long commutes and with 
lots of time for extra-curricular activities. 

School ethos
Trinity is a school for boys and girls from all 
backgrounds and any faith or none - as such, it 
is an excellent preparation for life! While it is a 
CofE school, 40% of its students do not come 
through the church route. We think it has a 
thoughtful, calm and tolerant atmosphere. 

Trinity has a highly developed approach to 
learning intended to inspire pupils with a 
passion for outstanding learning and the skills 
they need to be autonomous, independent 
learners. The teachers are very accessible to 
both parents and children and seem to be really 
dedicated. Children are clear about what is 
expected from them and involved in making 
decisions about the school and their own 
behaviour in it. 

School environment
Trinity is embedded in its local community with 
many staff living locally.  It has an open and 
attractive new building and, as well as on-site 
sports facilities, it has use of the pitches in the 
neighbouring park and sports fields less than 5 
minutes walk away. 

The last Open Evening is on Thursday October 
18th, but you can also look around Trinity on any 
school day. Find out more on the school website:

www.trinitylewisham.org

Time for Trinity was set up by a group of parents  
with children at local primary schools supporting 
Trinity as an excellent local school - many of us  
are now delighted to have children at Trinity.


